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Comments: I am adding more to my comment that I mailed in a week ago. There are 2 large roadless area's right

outside of the town of Superior MT. Both of them are managed as wilderness when they are not actually

wilderness, one is the so called Hoodoo area and the other is sheep mtn. back country area. The Hoodoo area

snowmobilers have been snowmobiling in for more than 35yrs. and has some of the best snowmobiling in the

lower 48 and should not be locked up for wilderness it should be turned to a semi-primitive motorized area

instead and lots of people  including the commissioners and other city government people don't want the

wilderness, but it is being managed as defecto wildernesss. There's a lot of talk that we are chasing the Mountain

Goats that are there in the summer time well that is pretty much a lie. I have been snowmobiling in the Hoodoo

area since the age of 18 and I am 54 now and I have never seen a mountain Goat up on the Hoodoo area or

stateline trail 738 in the winter time. The Mountain Goats migrate out of there in the winter time down to lower

elevation like LandOwner Mountain or even down to the Eagle Rock area to winter there is an average 120 to

130 inches of snow up around the Stateline trail area in the winter and the Mountain Goats can't move around in

that deep of snow. As for the wilderness advocates there not up there in the winter time they just assume

everything without actually having any facts. Landowner Mountain use to be a Goat Hunting District to but the

Fish and Game shut it Down because the bald eagles and golden eagles were  killing a lot of the kids (baby

goats).If you go into heart lake in the summer time you will see idiots trying to pet or feed the Mountain Goats

and thats not a good thing.The Heart lake trail on the Montana side has bridges and signs in at the lake and now

they want to put in out houses for the people.The people of Superior don't want any wilderness were tired of it

were not a play ground for the environmentalist we want our snowmobiling area opend back up for snowmobiling.


